LJ Hooker Lutwyche
518 Lutwyche Road,
LUTWYCHE QLD 4030

18 Swinburne St, Lutwyche, QLD 4030
House
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Endless Options!! Invest or renovate
Perfectly positioned in the much sought after Lutwyche precinct, this is a great opportunity for the savvy buyer to
invest or renovate.

Open for Inspection
By Appointment.

If you choose to get your hands dirty, a full length front verandah could be reopened to increase street
aesthetics. The pristine wide pine floors have never been polished and would have an aged honey coloured hue
once polished.
There is cladding on most of the 9 foot high internal walls, that can be peeled off and renewed in the colour scheme of your choice. The main bedroom would have
had French doors leading out onto the front verandah, find some replacements to keep character rejuvenation in keeping.
The kitchen is a functional older style but has plenty of room to make a new designer kitchen for all the chefs in the family. The existing concrete backdeck could
easy be improved by adding tiles or stencilling a pattern of your choosing. Under the home, there's an enclosed garage and it is fully concreted for additional
storage.
Active couples will appreciate the nearby parklands and bike tracks along Kedron Brook. With elevated views of the adjacent parklands, this house is positioned
within leafy surrounds yet only 5km from the city. Within catchment of quality state and private schools, walking distance to shops, cafes, gym, and Market Central
Lutwyche shopping centre is only a short 2 minutes away for all of your essentials.
This home is a treasure chest of original features that needs a little imagination and style to be renewed.

Listed By
Ray O'Brien

Listing Number: 3146809
Every precaution has been taken to establish accuracy of the information above, but does not constitute any representation by the vendor or real estate agent.
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